
Reliability Product

Ovenworx™ Chain Spray/Brush System
Automatic Lubrication System Delivers Right Amount 
of Lubricant at Right Time to Critical Equipment

Beneficial Qualities
Proper Lubrication
• Ensures that all critical components are lubricated, 

regardless of location or ease of access
• Dispenses precise lubricant amounts, eliminating 

waste and preventing over- and under-lubrication
• Allows lubrication while machinery is in operation, 

ensuring equal distribution within the component 
while eliminating costly downtime 

Equipment Protection & Cost Reduction
• Reduces wear on components, leading to longer 

equipment life
• Reduces breakdowns, repairs, replacements, 

maintenance needs and downtime
• Decreases lubricant consumption
• Lowers energy consumption due to less friction 

 
 
Employee Safety
• Ensures safe operation of machinery with properly 

lubricated components
• Eliminates unsafe manual application practices in 

hard-to-reach areas

The Ovenworx™ Chain Spray/Brush System is an 
automatic lubrication system (ALS) designed to 
dispense lubricants in small, measured amounts 
over short, frequent time intervals. It eliminates 
human resource constraints and makes consistent 
lubrication easier in physical locations or on types 
of machines where it was previously impossible. 
This innovative system comes in a spray or brush 
configuration. 

Using an ALS for lubricant application leads to 
improved quality of lubrication as well as a reduction 
in labor requirements. Its successful use, however, 
requires knowledge of lubrication fundamentals. In 
order to avoid mistakes and realize positive results 
from such devices, you must select the right system 
for a given application, install the system correctly, 
and determine the optimum application rate. LE’s 
highly trained and skilled representatives can help 
you get started.

The Lubrication Reliability Source™ www.LElubricants.com
800-537-7683

ALS Components
1. Controller/Timer – Activates system
2. Pump & Reservoir – Stores and delivers 

lubricants to system
3. Supply Line – Connects pump to metering 

valves or injectors
4. Metering Valves/Injectors – Measure and 

dispense lubricant to application points
5. Feed Lines – Connect metering valves or 

injectors to application points



www.LElubricants.com
800-537-7683

Surefire 115VAC Term Strip

6 Spray Copper Tubing (shown)

4 Spray Copper Tubing (not shown)

Air/Oil Spray Lubrication System
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Ovenworx™ Chain Spray System
Surefire 115VAC Term Strip



www.LElubricants.com
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Surefire 115VAC Controller

6 Spray Copper Tubing (shown)

4 Spray Copper Tubing (not shown)

Air/Oil Spray Lubrication System

Filter

Regulator
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Ovenworx™ Chain Spray System
Surefire 115VAC Controller
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Ovenworx™ Chain Brush System
Surefire 115VAC Term Strip

Surefire 115VAC Term Strip

6 Spray (shown)

4 Spray (not shown)

Air/Oil Injection Lubrication System

Copper Tubing
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www.LElubricants.com
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Ovenworx™ Chain Brush System
Surefire 115VAC Controller

Surefire 115VAC Controller

6 Spray (shown)

4 Spray (not shown)

Air/Oil Injection Lubrication System

Copper Tubing

Part# LE-OVEN-CBN-6
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Chains operating at high temperatures can be lubricated 
in two different ways: with a liquid lubricant or with a 
solid lubricant suspended in a carrier fluid. Whether 
liquid or solid, the lubricating film physically separates 
contacting metal surfaces, thereby reducing friction and 
wear. LE provides both fluid and solid film lubricants, with 
recommendations made depending upon the specific needs 
of your application.

Fluid film lubrication is the regular oil film lubrication 
used in most ambient temperature applications. This type 
of lubrication can also be used at higher temperatures, 
provided you take into account the decreased viscosity of 
the fluid (thinner oil film), the increased oxidation rate of 
the oil (causes varnish and sludge), and the volatility of the 
oil (as it evaporates, there is less oil with which to lubricate).

With years of experience in the field, we understand the 
unique challenges presented by these operations and can 
help you take care of your valuable assets while lowering 
your costs.

The LE Difference
Comprehensive Product Line &  Full-Service Support
    • Complete reliability program, including lubricants, 
       reliability products and services
    • Trained, local lubrication consultant  to visit on
       a regular basis
    • Corporate technical support to offer expert advice
       and troubleshooting

Research & Development
    • Technology Center that continually develops
       and improves LE lubricants and additives
    • Advanced technology to ensure that LE products
       remain the finest available

Proprietary Additives
LE has developed four high-performance additives for 
exclusive  use in its lubricants.
    • Almasol® solid wear-reducing additive 
    • Monolec® liquid wear-reducing additive 
    • Duolec® dual-acting (wear-reducing and
       extreme pressure) additive 
    • Quinplex® impact- and water- resistant additive 

LE Provides Solutions for

LE’s state-of-the-art manufacturing facility and technology center is 
located in Wichita, KS. Sales, customer service and technical support 
functions are based in Fort Worth, TX. Our nationwide network of trained 
lubrication consultants ensures timely onsite assistance after the sale.

Nearly 60 percent of LE’s lubricant orders are on the road the same day we 
receive them, while 95 percent go out in one day or less. Distribution comes 
out of Wichita as well as warehouses in Knoxville, TN, and Las Vegas, NV.

Ensuring Reliability Since 1951 



High Temp Oven Chains
LE’s Superior Heat-Resistant Lubricants Keep Oven Chains Operating Freely

Ovenworx™ H1 Syn Chain Lubricant (4061) 

Recommended for use with the Ovenworx Chain 
Spray/Brush System, LE’s Ovenworx H1 Syn Chain 
Lubricant (4061) was formulated specifically to combat 
the demanding conditions present with oven chain 
applications. In addition, it is approved for incidental 
food contact and contains no artificial dyes, making it a 
good choice for food manufacturing plants. 

Oven chain efficiency is dependent upon a lubricant 
that can keep the chain operating freely and smoothly, 
fighting the ever present heat and moisture that can 
cause corrosion and eventually lead to premature 
failure of oven chain pins and bushings. Only the most 
robust lubricant formulations can perform in this 
application; it is not an area to cut corners. If the oven 
chain fails, output comes to a screeching halt.

In addition to this high level of protection, equipment 
runs more cleanly and efficiently with Ovenworx 4061, 
which lubricates without the 
need of solids. Lubricants 
with solids have to be stirred 
to keep the solids distributed 
within the carrier and prevent 
them from falling out of 
suspension. Solids also can 
create housekeeping issues 
by building up over time, 
creating gum and gunk 
around the application area, 
especially when over-applied.

Other LE lubricants that 
can be used with the 
Ovenworx™ system:
• H1 Quinplex White Oil (4040)
• H1 Quinplex White Gear Lubricant 

(4090, 4140, 4250)
• Synolec® Lubricant (9963)
• Monolec® High Temperature Oven 

Chain Lubricant (9965)



Lubricant Information

300 Bailey Avenue          Fort Worth, TX 76107          Fax: 800-228-1142         
LE operates under an ISO 9001 Certified Quality System.
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www.LElubricants.com
800-537-7683

Does your lubricant supplier do all of this? 
If your lubricant supplier does not provide the products, 
services and results listed below as part of its lubricant 
reliability program, perhaps it is time to change suppliers.

LE Lubricant Reliability Program

Professional, onsite equipment reliability assement

Comprehensive lubricant line (food-grade lubricants, engine oils, gear oils, 
wire rope lubricants, greases & more)

Web-based oil analysis, with results reviewed by experts

Storage systems, including stackable bulk units

Visual identification, including tags, labels, color coding and wall charts

Handling and transfer equipment, including portable transfer containers, 
clear grease guns, grease pumps and lube reels

Single and multi-point automatic grease lubricators and lubricating systems

Contamination exclusion and removal tools, including oil reservoir sight 
glasses, desiccant breathers and filtration equipment

Local, factory-trained specialists available 24/7
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